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NEW PRODUCT NEWSLETTER
JD KICKOUT FLASHING - IKO - OWENS CORNING - GREEN GUARD

Due to screen resolution limitations, product colors may not be exactly as shown

Item #3902100 JD KICKOUT FLASHING LEFT WHITE
Item #3902101 JD KICKOUT FLASHING LEFT BLACK
Item #3902105 JD KICKOUT FLASHING LEFT GRAY
Item #3902110 JD KICKOUT FLASHING RIGHT WHITE
Item #3902111 JD KICKOUT FLASHING RIGHT BLACK
Item #3902115 JD KICKOUT FLASHING RIGHT GRAY

Kickout flashing for vinyl and fiber cement siding. Helps prevent
water damage. Installs over housewrap with just a few nails and
flashing tape.
Recycled polypropelene creates a sturdy and impact resistant
kickout flashing
UV Stabilizer for lifetime of roof

Item #1521013 IKO HIP & RIDGE 12 SUPER WHITE

Why waste time cutting up shingles to protect those vulnerable
hip and ridge areas? IKO has a better-looking, much easier
alternative with Hip & Ridge 12 cap shingles. They are lightweight
and perforated to give you 3 pieces from one shingle. Hip & Ridge
12 cap shingle feature an IKO modified adhesive sealant for
maximum wind protection
Size: 914 mm x 337 mm (36” x 13 1/4”)
Coverage Per Package: 11.1 linear m ( 36.5 linear ft)

Item #1121137 OC DURATION TRU DEF DESIGN BLACK SABLE

It’s the nailing line on your shingles. The difference between a good shingle and a
great shingle is having SureNail® Technology. With SureNail® Technology, strength
and durability are built into every Duration® Series shingle, thanks to the unique
fabric strip in the nailing area. This unique shingle design provides outstanding
gripping power.
Patented SureNail Technology
Breakthrough Design
Triple Layer Protection®
Outstanding Grip
Exceptional Wind Resistance

Item #3323859 GG STD HOUSEWRAP SEAM TAPE 1585TN
Kingspan GreenGuard Seam Tape is self–adhering tape comprising a polyolefin
film with an acrylic adhesive. Kingspan GreenGuard Seam Tape adds an
extra layer of air and moisture protection to structures. 1-7/8” wide Kingspan
GreenGuard Seam Tape is recommended for flat surfaces. Both tapes stick tight
in all seasons, even when the temperature drops below freezing. Long–lasting UV
stabilizers help them resist the deteriorating effects of the sun. The tapes can also
be used to repair rips in damaged insulation and building wrap, eliminating waste
and saving money.
Seals seams on building wrap and insulation
Adds protection against air and moisture penetration
UV–stable and sticks tight in all seasons
Useful to repair damage in building wrap and insulation
1-7/8” Standard Seam Tape for general applications

